The Janssen Postdoctoral Program

Ready to jump-start your scientific career?

The Janssen Postdoctoral (Post-Doc) Program helps early career scientists gain the training and experience needed to further their careers, while addressing the needs of global healthcare.

As a Janssen Post-Doc, you’ll work side-by-side with Janssen senior scientists on innovative research projects and have the opportunity to present and publish your work. You’ll also learn the functional role of scientists in the pharmaceutical industry and receive valuable career advice from mentors.

If you want to excel as a leader within our team, build a network of professional contacts, and develop the skills needed to advance your career, consider the Janssen Post-Doc Program.

Program benefits
- Pursue innovative research
- Network with a large global Post-Doc community
- Receive mentorship by multiple Janssen leaders
- Publish work in high quality journals
- Present research at internal and external meetings
- Engage in ongoing learning and development opportunities
- Participate in a strategic cohort experience

Qualities of potential candidates
- Doctoral degree in a relevant discipline (the specific field will vary by position)
- Scientists looking for their first or second postdoctoral position
- Strong publication record
- Advanced critical thinking ability
- Superior analytical skills

“The being a Post-Doc with Janssen has vastly contributed to my understanding of the role discovery research plays in the pharmaceutical setting. The cross-discipline, collaborative environment has helped me step closer to my goal of making a meaningful impact in everyday lives by strengthening my technical skills and my ability to individually critically assess data.”

— Ryan Pemberton, Janssen Post-Doc, Janssen R&D US

“When I had finished my Ph.D., I didn’t know exactly what I wanted to do in the industry, and where I could use my strengths best. To have the opportunity to enter Janssen as a Post-Doc and be able to find my passion was very valuable.”

— Susanne Lochner, Associate Director, Janssen Switzerland (Janssen Post-Doc Alum)

For more information:
- Visit janssen.com/careers/postdoctoral-program
- Email janssenpostdoc@its.jnj.com

To search/apply for Post-Doc positions:
- Visit www.careers.jnj.com and type “post doc” into the search field to view any open Post-Doc positions.
- Apply directly to any open Post-Doc positions online. Candidates that meet position requirements will be contacted.

Post-Doc Program locations include Janssen campuses in North America and Europe.

About the Janssen Pharmaceutical Companies
At the Janssen Pharmaceutical Companies of Johnson & Johnson, we are working to create a world without disease. Transforming lives by finding new and better ways to prevent, intercept, treat and cure disease inspires us. We bring together the best minds and pursue the most promising science. We are Janssen. We collaborate with the world for the health of everyone in it. Learn more at www.janssen.com. Follow us on Twitter at @JanssenGlobal. Janssen Research & Development, LLC is part of the Janssen Pharmaceutical Companies.